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Hermeneutiao_._.__..._^
1. Hermeneutics and exegesis areconcerned with the neaninG of
texts. He2hQllO1'±D is concerned with general princip1ea, ex-
egesis is concerned with their application to particular cases. .

2. Hermeneutics is not a primary field of inquiry. 	.
Per se (essentially) the moaning ,of teats is plain end stands

in no ec of any exegesis. Per ecoldens (in a secondary tray) as
a result of any of a nunbe57 o blocks that nay arise, the fork of
the interpreter becomes necessary.

The point can be deronstratect. If every text needed an ex-
egesis, then the exegesis would need an c 1egbsis, and ea on into
infinity. Similarly, - the general theory, hermeneutics, :could it-
self need an exegesis, and the need Mould be recurrent.

3. The primary field of inquiry is cognitional theory. It deals
with knowing in all cases. One of those cases is Meowing what an
author meant in writing a given sentence, paragraph, chapter,
book.	 O

Eence, within the fray:wt±v:ek of t satisfactory theory of
knowledge, herneneutic 7 is not a .?patter of special difficulty or
interest. Such has been el,e sice1 ho ,aoneutics expounded by Ar-
istotle and refi.ned down 'h e centuries.

Contemporary hermeneutics, on the other hand, is a matter
of considerable difficulty end into:ost, m inly for four reasons.

First, the issues have been placed within the context of
historical CCf, C ou olnees. The clessicist view that "elu e ca
change, plus c' est la eme" (:tho _ore so. ething en angee , the
Maio i t 1.-6,12 .173.7 i1C:TCo7:61A! , has 'given slay to an attention to de-
tail, to differences in detail, to an understanding of  man and
meaning that rises froa the detailed differences to be noted in
the course of human development.

Secondly, in the Ç.oisto.slelneer .^cbe •ten ('sciences of the
spirit') -- as di stmnc't; 'l's O;T i"1.?C:T f :Memo  -- the basic
category is neaning, and so hermeneutics, which deals with ma p-
ing, has a key role.

Thirdly, the lack of a oomeeniy accepted cognitional theory
has resulted:

(a)i n	 o a,Dlicati.oa of mistaken cognitional
theories to the problem of hermeneutics;

(b)in efforts to enrol oy hsr eneut to al problem as the
springboard towards the solutioa of the philosophic issues;

c) in the attitude of the "Plain" an 'iho brushes aside
such theoretical coneldera i,ions, proceeds by what he names simple
and honest common sense, and is usually guided by the more super-
ficial and absurd catch-phrases developed, by applying miotaen
cognitional theory to here. neutic al Problems.
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Fourthly, modern man has been busy creating a modern world,
in freeing himself from reliance on tradition and authority, in
working out his own world-view comparable in completeness to the
Christian view that ruled in an earlier ago. This has brought
about a climate and an exigence for reinterpretation:

---of Greek and Latin classical authors, renoved from the
context of Christian humanism, and revealed as pagans;

---of the Scriptures, removed from the context of Christian
doctrinal development, and restored to the pre-dogmatic

• context of the history of religions;
---of the Law, removed from the context of Christian phil-

osophy and morality, and placed ,within the context of
some contemporary philosophy or attitude toward life.

4. Accordingly, the problems of contemporary hermeneutics are
to a great extent coincident with the problems of method in con-
temporary Catholic theology.

We do not propose to reject historical consciousness and
human science because tae reject . "modernity" . At the same tine,
we do not propose to slip into. "modernity" because we wish to
accept historical consciousness and human science.

1';e wish, then, an integration of dogmatic theology with
historical consciousness and human science, but :without the
aberrations of the Enlightenment, the Romantic movement, Ideal-
4"1, 	 r;ie arn Ni l	 '	 lthey s ec at; v st T e ^1onee v^i l e o h	 (Phil-..,..

 Hi sto 
^+	 ^.....^ .^... ^. v+av y u :. v i. 0 v... ^•.•i.uv u.,v^.aau N:l.t ^. v.^v a^id.Û \.a11i.L-

osophy of Life) , and existentiali3t "Tean zendenz i.nnerhnlb der
Innnanenz" ( "Inner transcendence of ï .ânence ' ,.or  the na'cura 7
TR-Iralhciple of the Empty Head," "Postulate of the Common-
place," and "Axiom of Familiarity."

Plainly, such an integration cannot be conceived, much less
achieved, without facing squarely the issues involved in the -
science of cognitional •theory that underlies hermeneutics.

5. There are three basic exegetical operations: (1) understand-
ing the text, (2) judging hors correct one's understanding of the
text is, and (3) stating what one judges to be the correct un-
derstanding of the text,

Understanding the text has four nain aspects:
(a)one understands the thing or object that the text refers
to t
(b)one understands the words employed in the text;
(c)one understands the  author vho employed the words;
(d)it is not "ono", "l' on" , "das Lan" that understands, but
I do, as a result of a process of learning and at tines as a
result of a . conversion.

Judging how correct one's understanding of the text is
raises the problem of context, of the hcrneneutical circle, of
the relativity of the whole,  of limiting considerations on the
possible relevance of more remote inquiries, and of limitations
placed upon the scope of one's interpretation.
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Stating vihat one judges to be the correct understanding of
the text raises the issue of absolute context, of "Existential"
categories, of the use of human sciences in exegesis, sad of the .

problems of concrete communication in their relativity to a
Given group of readers.

6. Understanding the thing or object.
The RI:phenomenon (Primaryphenomenon) is not intelli ere

verbs (understanding the words) but Intel li  ere rem per ver a 
un erstanding the thing through the cior s .

Exegesis, as a first level, presupposes knowledge of things,
objects, and of the language that names then.

Because rye already have the universal potential knowledge of
the knowledge of the thing dealt with in the text, vie find 221 se
that the meaning of the text is plain, that it sinply applies to
a particular the universal and potential knowledge wo already
have of the particular.

It is true, of course . , that fly understanding of the thing or
the trim understan ing of the thing may not be the author's.
But the point to "understanding the thing" is not that it settles
what the author means, but that without it there is no possibility
of understanding the author.

A blind man i s not going   to undcretc A a description    o f... .rV not 	 to	 Va.N blia M a 	 of col-
ors; a person that hes never attended to his vion acts of Intell-
igence is not going to understand a description of intelligence;
etc.

By understanding; the thing or object is not meant under-
standing only the things or objects of the visible universe.
The thing or object in question may be (a) in the visible uni-
verse, (b) in the world of theory, (c) in the world of interior-
ity, or (d) in the world of the sacred, or religion.

The contention that the interpreter should have his own un-
derstanding of the object, know what that understanding is, and
distinguish it fron the author's undorstandinû of the object,
amounts to a rejection of what may be called the "Principle of
the Eripty Head."

The "Principle of the , gty Head" (111310 contends that if
one is to be objective, if ono is not to drag in one's own no-
tions, if one is not to settle in an a priori fashion what the
text pus t mean no matter what it says, if one is not to "read
into" the text what is not there, then one 'lust drop all nrecon-
ceptibns of every icing, see just what is in the text and nothing
more, let the author speak for himself, Let the author inter-
pret himself.

What I have named PEU, clearly enough, is a widespread view
of correct interpreation.

PEH is a confusion of three distinct issues based upon an
utterly in adequate account of presumption regarding the nature
of human knowledge.

o J
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So for fron tackling in series the three tasks of (a) under-
standing the thing, (b) understanding the author's meaning .eon-
corning the thing, and (c) judging whether one's understanding
is correct, PEH rests upon a naive intuitionism that, so far
from judging the correctness of its understanding, has no need
to judge because it sees what's there, and so far fron bothering
about understanding the thing, has no need of understanding any-
thing but just looks at chat's there.

In fact, what is there? There are printed signs in a given
order. That is all that is there. Anything over and above a re-
issue of the sane signs in the sane order will be nediated by the
experience, intelligence, and judgment of the interpreter.

To reject the PZIt is to insist that the wider the interpret-
er's experience, the deeper and 'fuller his understanding, the pro-
founder his judgment, then the better ec!uipped ho will be to ap-
proach the task of stating what the author means.

The basis for this contention is simple.
Interpretation is a matter of proceeding from habitual, po-

tential, universal knowledge . to a second act that regards the
concrete and particular: what was meant by the author in this
text.

The less that habitual knowledge, the less the likelihood
that the interpreter will be able to think of what the author
means. The greater that habitual knowledge, the greater the
likelihood that the interpreter will be able to think of what
the author means.

When a critic of an interpretation states: "I do not see how
Aristotle, St. Paul, Aquinas, Kant, could have meant what the in-
terpreter says he meant," then the literal meaning of the critic's
words is that he does not possess the habitual knowledge that
would enable him to see how the author could have meant vrhat the
interpreter says he meant.

Vii PEH is widespread in positivist and in Catholic cir-

n

	 hle
tries, it is vigorously r^^jected eisewhere.

(H, G. Gadaner, ¶Jarhei. , and Eethod.e p. 254 ff. R. Bait
 Hann, "Das Problem der lie, menoutic , `' 2T1^ 47 , P. 64. )
0
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7. Understanding the words

Understanding the thing accounts for the per se plain neaning
of the text. This plain meaning is obvious and ultirate when the
author and the interpreter understand the sane thing in the sane
way.

as
JIowever, in conversation, so in reading, the authors ay be

speaking of X' and the interpreter nay be thinking of :" . In
that case, sooner or later, there arises a difficulty. slot every-
thing true of I' will be true of Y" , so that the author will ap-
pear to the interpreter to be saying what is not true or even what
is absurd.



At this point the controversialist has all he wants: on the basis
of his mistaken assumption that the author is speaking of X", he
sets about demonstrating the author's errors and absurdities. 	 -

The interpreter, however, considers the possibility that he him-
self is at fault. He rereads. He roads further. Eventually he
makes the discovery that the text makes sone sense when X' is sub-
stituted for X".

The process can occur any number of tines with respect to any
number of instances of X' and X" . It is the process of learning,
the self-correcting process of learning. It is the nanner in which
we acquire and develop common sense. It heads towards a limit in
which we possess a habitual core of insights that enables us to deal
with any situation, any text of any group, by adding one or two more
insights relevant to the situation or text in hand.

Such understanding of the text' mist  not be confused either with
judgMent on the truth of that understanding or with statement on the
meaning of the text in virtue of that understanding. One has to un-
derstand before one can pass judgment on that understanding; one has
to have understanding before one con express it. Understanding the -
text is such a prior understanding.

Such understanding retches the hermeneutical circle.
The meaning of the text is an intentional entity; it is a single

paragraph t;', t unfolds itself through parts, sections, chapters, par-
agraphs, sentences, words. We can Grasp the unity, the whale, only
through the parts. Yet at the sane time the parts are determined in
their rleaning by the whole which each partially reveals. It is by
the self-correcting process of learning that we sprial into the mean-
ing of the text, understanding the whole through the parts, and un-
derstanding parts in light of the whole.

Rules of hermeneutics or of exegesis list the points worth con-
sidering in one's efforts to arrive at an understanding of the text.
Such are the analysis of the composition of the text, the determin-
ation of the author's purpose, of the people for whom he wrote, the
characterization of the moans he employed, linguistic,  grammatical,
stylistic; etc.

The point to be made hero is that one does not understand the
text because one has observed the rules, but that one observes the
rules in order to arrive at an understanding of the text. Observ-
ing the rules can be more pedantry that leads to an understanding
of nothing of any r.ion:ent , to missing the point entirely. The es-
sential observance is edvertence to what I do not understand and
the sustained rereadinv, search, inventiveness, that eliminates
mx lack of understanding.

8. • Understanding the Author.

When the meaning of a text is plain, then t, ith the author and
ber his words we understand the thing.

When e simple misunderstanding arises (e.g., the author is
thinking of X' and the reader of X"), then its correction is a



, relatively simple process of rereading and inventiveness.
But when there is need of the long and arduous use of the self-

correcting process of learning, when a first reading; yields a lit-
tle understanding and a host of puzzles, then the problem is not so
much understanding the thing or the words as understanding the au-
thor himself, his nation, language, tine, culture, may of life,
and cast of mind.

The self-correcting process of learning is not only the way we
acquire common sense in the first instance, but also the way in
which we acquire an understanding of other people's common sense.
Even with our contemporaries of the sane culture, language, and
station in life, we not only understand things with them, but also
understand things in our own may and, as well, their different way
of understanding . the sale things. We can remark that aphrase or an
'action is "just like you": wo mean that it fits into our understand-
ing of the way you understand and so go about things. But just as
we can come to an understanding of our fellows' understanding, a
common sense grasp of the ways in which we Understand not with then
but then, so this process can be pushed to a full development when
the self-correcting process of learning brings us to an understand-
ing of the common sense of another place, time, culture, cast of
mind.

The phrase "understanding one another's common sense" must not
bebe mC sun erstoor1 	 Properly,  i t i s not un erc tc v+ `̀. i nn wh at comma

.^+u .uv+v vvv..  	 .L ^/ +..+ +^a	 +akv	 Vw. Laay7 what common
sense is, n task of the cognitio;ial theorist. Again, it is not mak-
ing another's common sense one's min so that one would go about
speaking and acting like an Athenian of the 5th century B.C. But
just as common sense is understanding what is to be said and what is
to be done in any of the situations that commonly arise, so under-
standing another's common sense is understanding what he would say
and what he would do in any of the situations that arose in his place
and time.

This Understanding another's coon sense is very similar to
what in Romantic hermeneutics is named "Ei nfuhlen" , "empathy".

Derived from Vanckelmann and de vel opeä by Lchlierriacher and
Dilthey to be attacked by contenrpornries under the influence of
Heidegger (Being; and Tine, sec. 72-77).

Romantic hermeneutics conceives the text as Ausdruck, the ex-
egete's task as _sin,uh1en, and the criterion of the exegete's task
as Pleproodu.ciereny, nability to say just why the author in each
phrase exproa:3od himself in the precise manner in which he did.

It singles out a valid task of the interpreter and it gives an
approximate account of the way in which the task is performed; but
it is incomplete as well as approximate, and so it has been subject-
ed .

 to a good deal of criticism (Lu].triann, Gadanor) .
Conceiving the text as Ausdruck (expression, statement) cor-

rectly drays attention to the © s tliotic, intersub joctivo, symbolic
dimensions of _:easing; but it overlooks or prescinds from or fails
to insist on the aspect of linguistic !leaning by which it is true
or false, by which it pertains to an absolute domain, by 'which it
can be transferred from one context to another. 

	...nn•n._.......-	 -- ---
® 



Again, empathy is the simplest description of the way in which
we grasp intoreub j octi ve, aesthetic, or symbolic r:eanings. But it
contains more that a suggestion of an extrineicisru that overlooks
the .development of the interpreter, his acquiring an understanding
of another's node of understanding, the widening of his horizon to
include or fuse with the horizon of others. So far from raising and
solving tho problau of the transference of meaning from the context
of an ancient writer to the context of the contemporary interpreters,
it encourages a ny thic elin na tion of the problem by suggesting that
the interpreter feels his way into another's riind end heart, his
thought and sensibility; and it leads to a falsification of issues
inasmuch as it implies that there can be no logitinate transference
from one context toanother, that either one thinks with the mind of
Paul or also one has no "objective" knoiilodgo of Paul's meaning what-
ever.

Finally, the criterion of reprodueieren is'excessivo. it means
that one not only understands the author but also can do what the au-
thor himself could not do, namely, explain why . he wrote in just the
way he did. Common sense understands :that is to be said and what is
to be done; but common sense does not understand itself and much
less does it explain itself.

9. The Development of the Interpreter:

The rejor texts, the classics in. religion; letters, philosophy,
theology, not only are beyond the original horizon of their inter-
preters, but also demand an intellectual, moral, religious conver-
sion Of the interpreter over and above the broadening of his hori-
zon.

In this case the reader's original knowledge of the thing is just
adequate. He will cone to know the thing only inscfar as he pushes
the self-correcting process of loarnîng to a revolution of his own
outlool. He can suLceod in acquiring that habitual understanding of ,

the author that spontaneously finds his wave-length and locks onto it
only after he has effected a radical change in himself.

This is the existential dimension of the problem of hermeneutics.
It: existence is at the root of the perennial divisions of man-

kind in their views on morality, on philosophy, on religion.
t:oreoier, insofar as• the radical conaeâ sion is only the basic

step, insofar as their remains the further task of thinking out-
ev-erything from the new and profounder viewpoint, there results the
characteristic of the classic:	 classical writing rust never be
able to be understood completely; the person who would be fashioned
by classical writings rust be willing to learn ever more from then.

There follows another basic aspect of the task of hermeneutics
from the existential dimension.

The classics ground a tradition, an Uberlioforcncl , a culture.
They create the milieu in which they arcs tudicd and interpreted.
They produce in the reader through tiie tradition the Vorverstandnis
(pre-understanding) that ho will need when he comes to read, stud,
interpret,

C
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Such a tradition nay be genuine, authentic, a long accumulation
of insights, adjustments, re-interpretations, that repeats the origin-
al nessage afresh for each age. In that case, the reader will ex-
elâin as did the disciples on the way to eats, "Did not our hearts
burn within us when he spoke on the way and opened to us the Scrip-
tures?"

.	 On the other hand, the tradition racy be inauthentic. It nay con-
sist in a watering-dawn of the original message, in recasting it into
terms and meanings that fit into the assumptions and convictions of
those that have dodged the issue of radical conversion. In that case,
a genuine interpretation will be met with incredulity and ridicule,
as was St. Paul preaching in Rome and quoting Isaias, "You shall in-
deed hear but never understand."

It•is in this perspective that is to be understood Gadaner's at-
tack on the Aufklarun (Enlightenment) and ilistorisnus (Historicism)
.as involving a l.as against bias in general.

'Inasmuch as these Movements were concerned with creating a new
world for roan, a new tradition, a new culture, they were astute in
laying down. a principle that excluded the possibility of a tradition.

But inasmuch as the destruction of tradition implies a continu-
ous return to primitive barbarism -- which was not the aim of the
Enlightenment or Ristoricisn -- these movements were incoherent and
shortsighted.

The ultimate issue here lies between Descartes' advocacy of a
universal doubt and Newman's preference for universal belief.

10. Judging the Correctness of One's Understanding of the Text.

Such a judgment has the sane criterion as any judgment on the
correctness of cannon sense insight.

The decisive question is whether one's understanding of the
text is invulnerable, whether it hits the bull's eye, whether it
meets all relevant further questions.

Fiore the .'zey word is "relevant". It implies a reference to a
determinate prospective judgment. Without such a judgment in view,
one has no criterion, no reference point, for determining which fur-
ther questions are relevant.

It follows that judgment on the correctness of one's understanding
of the text is, not a general j uc ;anent on that understanding in all
its respects or aspects, but limited judg-L2 is with respect to de-
terminate and restricted points. They will be of the type: at least
the author means this, at least he does not mean that.

•	 The soins point comes to light from the hetrieneuticol circle.
One understands the whole only through the parts, and nonetheless
the meaning of the ports is dependent on the whole. Insofar as
this circle is merely logical, it 5.s sumounted by understanding.
But it has a further and more fundamental aspect, namely, the rela-
tivity of the whole. 'ith respect to a sentence, the paragraph is
the whole; with respect to a word, the sentence is the whole. With
reseect to a paragraph, the chapter is tho whole; with respect to the
chapter, the book is the whole. But the book itself stands in a fur-

^	
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thor, far mbro complex type of context that includes the osora amnia
of the author, his sources, his contemporaries, the state of the
question in his day, the issues thon predominant, the author's aim
and Scope, his prospective readers, etc. In brief, there is an ever
broadening herngnguite context that ultimately finds itself in an
historical context. Not only is tiro historical context to be known
through hermeneutic contexts, but also it does not possess the type
of intelligibility to be found in an hermeneutic context; the latter
is like the general's plan; the former is like the course of the bat-
tle.

How it is true that this relativity of the whole does not imply
a complete fluidity, a nenta rhpi of neaninc. The meaning of the
parts is affected by the ,•lhole, but it is not affected in all re-
spects. That Brutus killed Caesar can be placed in a context that
praioos Brutus and, equally well, in a context .that damns him; but it
does not fit into o context in ;':hick it is true that Caesar killed
Brutus. The Gosnol of St. John has been read in a Hellenistic con-
text and now is being read in a Palestinian context brought to light
by the discoveries at Qumran. The change in context involves a
change in perspectives, a chance in difficulties, a change in the
questions that are raised and discussed. But still this chance in
context does not change much in a commentary that is based upon ex-
act analyses of the text and that is content to mace cautious and
restricted judgrients on meaning.

There is. to. be noted a' relation between the two reasons given
for the restricted judgrsents to be made by the exegete. Our under-
standing of the text is correct insofar as it enables us to meet
all further relevant questions. Put w ghat are such questions? One
can pin then down in two manners. One can assign the prospective
judgment to which they nould bo relevant. One can assign the field
from which relevant questions might come. Because the field has
a measure of indeterminateness, ono is driven to assigning the pro-
spective judgment. Inasmuch as one assigns such judgment, one finds
onself assigning determinate and rostrided assertions.

The issue can be put in a third manner. The exegete begins from
his Fraeestei iunr;, his own viewpoint, interests, concerns, that
lead-E; to question the text. As he learns from the text, his
Fro estellunei becomes transformed; he discovers the questions the
author was askine and atcenpting to meet; he understands the author
in terns of the author's own questions and answers. Such an under-
stending, of an author defines a context, settles all that is rele-
vant to, itself, and all that has no bearing on itself. If that
understanding of the author is correct, then there are no further
relevant nuestions. Still, to detomine whether that understanding
is correct is made difficult by the indeterminacy of the whole.
And until that indeterminacy can be eliminated, the exegete has to
have recourse to the device of awaking restricted and lixiited judg-
ments instead of pronouncing - just what is the sum and substance,
the essence and the accidents, of all the meaning contained in the
text.  

0 
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11. Stateront of the Leaning of the Text.

In stating the maniac of the text the exegete employs concepts
but there are notable differences of opinion on tho type of concepts
he should employ.

(a) Albert Descanps, "Reflexions sur la meth.ode en thoologie
biblique," Sacra Pa:ina, I, 132-157.

Passago cited from pp. 142-113:

/This theology will bo as diverse as there are, in the eyes of the
alert exegete, numerous biblical authors; ultimately, there will be
as many biblical theologies , as there are inspired authors, for one
will oblige himself above all to respect the originality of each of
then..'
/Tho inquirer will appear to take delight in sloia approaches, and
will often take the path of school children; his description will
have the flavor of ancient things; it will provide the reader with
an impression of being in a different country, of being foreign,
of being archaic; the desire for authenticity will rianifest itself
in the choice of vocabulary as biblical as possible, in the desire
to avoid ;hasty transposition into more modern expressions, even if
they have been approved in the theological tradition. There is quite
e problem of discretion in the choice of words in biblical theology.

/The whole exposition of the work. mill have to be constructed follow-
ing the conclusions from the study of its chronology and from the
literary history of the biblical writings; it will be a matter of
proper arrangement. That is why the questions about dates and au-
thenticity of inspired :'rritin ss, apparently secondary in biblical
theology, actually have a decisive âmportance.

/Moreover, these expositions of the work will remain particular
enough; if they include the whole of the books of the bible, they
will bear only upon a point of well delimited doctrine; if they
have a complex object, they will only bear on one writing or a
group of writings, As for the biblical theology that would like
to embrace the whole or at least a vast portion of inspired litera-
ture, it can only do so by remaining interiorly very diverse, some-
what as, on a profane level, a "general history" of Europe or of
the world must be.

/Certain people, it is true, dream of a kind of condensed version,
of an exposition of the general plan of God throughout history of
the two Testaments; this would be the sari thing as a form of _rri-

•vileged biblical theology, following the idea of several writers,
Actually, it seems to us that a sketch of this over-all plan only
belongs to biblical 'theology to the extent that the historian can
recognize himself within it; the believer htnself only reaches the
divine plan throughout the r:lany ideas and aims of the sacred writers./

The foregoing view May bo named the "common sense communication
of a common sense understanding of the tent".

The exegete begins from contemporary common sense; he develops the



common sense of another tins; he spooks to his pupils by beginning
from their common sense and leading than into the multiple nodes of
the common sneso of the multiple scriptural authors; that coal is
vast, complex, endlessly nuanced.

In. turn the pupils will be able to communicate their understanding
in the same manner, uttering that initially gives an impression of
d  ojsoraent (being in a foreign country) , d' etranuete (strangeness) ,
d'archaisne (being archaic); but when they-Hive reached understanding,
t mill lave become familiar to them.

(b) Besides the foregoing "common snese communication of a common
sense understanding of the text," one nay envisage a scientific com-
munication of a comnon sense understanding of the text.

Such scientific communication rises spontaneously from the fore-
going common sense communication, for the very effort to communicate
involves "die t endun Gzur Xçlee" (the turning point for the idoa) .

tendencyndency and turn may be illustrated by the composition
of grammars and lexicons, which are based upon familiar understand-
ing of groups of texts, and summarize recurrent elenents or features
to be found in texts. Again, from the grammars and lexicons of dif-
ferent languages or dielocts, there arise another tendency and turn
to the idea in the forma of comparative grammars and comparative
language study. To take a different instance, place names in texts
lead to studies that collect the lot or the on a map; time refer-
ences in texts lead to studies that collect the lot of them in a
chronology; personal names in texts lead to genealogies, biographical
dictionaires, outlines of history, etc.

Nov the exegete drays upon all such studies in his work of in-
terpreting particular texts. Fron one viewpoint, his vworlc is one of
applying the results of investigations in a large number of special-
ized fields. , But there is also another viewpoint that arises in the
measure that the application recurs over long series of texts.

For stating the Loaning of the text is a totally nor: and dispar-
ate task only on the first occasion. As the number of occasions counts
on which one states the meaning of texts, one finds oneself stating
over and over again the sane meanings or slightly different mean-
ings, and so one begins to compare and classify, to find basic recur-
rent categories, their di:Lferant:!ntzons, their frequencies.

Genetic processes next come to one's attention, and from the
fact one may proceed to the cause or form or the end of the genesis.

So A. Desca.ps casually montions both categories and genetic
considerations in his reflections on the method of biblical theology.

So U. Peinador lays it down that overjone would consider biblical
theology to be a theology expressed in the very categories of the
biblical authors.
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(c) In the third place one nay ash' about the foundations of a
scientificscientificcammunication of o common sense understanding of the test.

' This question appears in Descaripe' discussion, first, when he
begins by ruling out H. I. L arrou's contentions expressed in "De la
connaissancd histories", and secondly, when he discusses Dunery's
demand for a "crltinue radicale", pP. 133-36, 154-57.

It appears in Peinador':a illustration of biblical categories by
the. "images" of the people of God and the kingdom of God, and as
well in his requirement that biblical theology presupposes definite
do(gas .

But it also *pears in the use of Hegelian thought as the spine
of historical development (as in the Tubingen school of 19th century
higher criticism) and in Bultuann's use of Ileidegger's existential-
ism, particularly in his :interpretation of St. Paul. Cf. I .:acquarrie,
An F:istentialiat Theoloriv, London, SCII Press, 1955 w 1960. Finally,
he sane question appears in Inslp ïrt, Chapter 17, section 3.

There are a number of factors that enter into this problem, and
we must begin first from an enumeration and a description.

First, the effort, to attain a scientific communication of a com-
mon sense understanding of texts takes the interpreter beyond the ex-
plicit context or the original authors. Comparisons, classifications,
the listing of categories and their differentiations, the observation
and explanation of genetic processes, begin from . the context of the
original authors but they the iatize it, and by that very fact, go be-
yond it to ask and answer questions that the original authors did not
undertake to discuss.

Implicit in the foregoing shift of context is the shift from
hermeneutics to history. In hemeneutics the question is, What did
the author mean insofar as his meaning is conveyed by his text? In
history the. question becomes, What was going forward? The battle
plan of the general answers questions of the hermeneutic type, for
that plan tells what the general meant to do The actual course of
the battle differs not a little from the victorious general's plan,
and a great deal from the defeated general's plan. To ask about the
actual course of the battle is to ask a historical question, and its
answer is nomailJ , not this or that men's intention or meaning,
but what results from the interplay of numerous and conflicting in-
tentions and meanings.

Now the original authors used categories, effected differentia-
tions of categories, brought about develoments, but they did not sit
back and reflect on r:ilat they hnd done. It is precisely this that is
done when the scientific conimuniestion of a common sense understand-
ing of texts is attempted. It moves beyond the explicit context of
any given author's r.;eenir_g to construct a historical context that
contains, analyses and relates successive explicit contexts.
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,	 ;ôcondly, the common sense understanding of texts begins from a
contemporary brand of common sense, that of the interpreter, and noves
to an understanding of the common sense of another place and time.
For the interpreter, his oven original common senso is a Selbstvor-
standlichkeit (self-understanding); it is something too 1517175—To be
explained, too certain to need justification, too closely correlated
v,Ith draranatic-practical saying and doing to be submitted to analy-
sis. Still, it is only one brand of common sense: each people, each
culture, each language, each region, each generation, eadh social
class has its ovni; and each finds the other's strange, something that
in tine one can cone to understand, sonothing that perhaps one vrill
make one's o:n by sec io-cultural nigration, bat not something that is
one and tho sane cll over.

Hoes the contemporary differentiation of cornon sense, while it
_ does •riot imply a relativism, does imply a relativity. ":hen the in-
- torpreter interprets for song one, be boors in mind that parson's
horizon. IIe viill spook differently at a congress of his colleagues,
in his university lectures, and in a public address. He will be able
to bring things home effectively precisely in the measure that he un-
derstands the common sense ci his audience, i.e., understands vhat
they viill understand immediately and fully.

It follovis that ,just as there is a ^'l
i p
endu g zur Idee that goes be-

yond the context of the texts to be intere; red, so ciao there is a
';o,, ondun zur Idee that goes beyond the common sense of the interpreters,
that deteEiE their categories and the genetic process of the devel-
opment of their science or field.

Thirdly,. there exist human sciences. They are concerned uith the
order of human living in family and society, morals and education,
stato and lave, , economics and technics. They are concerned with the
Leaning of human living in intersubjectivity and symbol, in art and
language, history and religion, literature, science and philosophy.

Insofar as these fields of investigation get beyond the initial
descriptive phase of ob: ervation, collection, comparison, classifi-
cation, insofar as they attempt to e:tplain, correlate, analyze pro-
cess, they become sys tc.iatic. Their ultimate categories and differ-
entiation of categories are, or aim to be not what happened to be the
categories of this or that :•triter or group of writers, but vhat are
demanded by the subject itself, what lie in the nature of man, "that
can fit all cases, whet will bring out most effectively the nature
and structure of each.

No the results of such human science are an effective tool for
the scientific communication of common sense understanding of texts.
They are such a tool, not only vthen employed on original texts, but
also zihen employed on the texts vn:itten by interpreters of the orig-
inal texts. Just as the interpreter viill not hesitate to employ
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Grammars and lexicons, geographies and histories, in his interpre-
tation of texts, so too he will avail himself of the tools of analy-
ais and corinunication provided by the human sciences.

; Fourthly, there exist philosophies and theologies. Already ,;â
have spoken of understanding the text as a development in the.inter-
preter and indeed of a conversion of the interpreter, But such co:-
version and its opposite are thematized and objectified in philos-
ophical and theological positions. In those fields thot find scien-
tific statement, and auch scientific statement is the statement of the
foundations of basic orientations and attitudes.

Now such basic orientations and attitudes find their unfolding,
expression, concrete realization (;) in the original texts, (2) in
the interpreations placed upon the original texts, and (3) in the
manner in which the human sciences are conceived, Grounded, directed,
developed. The basic orientations and attitudes are the basic moan-
ings'of all texts, whether of authors, of interpreters, or of human
scientists.

(d) Basic Context.

Context is a remainder-content; it denotes the rest that is rel.e-
vsnt to the interpretation of the text.

Material context is the rest of the documents or monuments rele-
vant to the interpretation of the text.

Formal context is hermeneutical or historical.
Herneneutical formal context is the dynamic mental and psychic

background from which the author spoke or wrote; it is the set of
habits of sensibility and skill, of intellect and will, that come to
a second act in the context.

Historical formal context is the genetic-dialectical unity of a
series of hermeneutical formal contexts.

The distinction between hermeneutic and historical is illustrated
by the difference between the General's plan of battle and the actual
course of the battle. The former has the unity conferred on it by a
single mind (matched against other minds) . The latter ccrresaonds
neither to the victorious nor to the defeated general's plan; it is
what is realized through conflicting plans and decisions and because
of them; but it results not merely from plans and decisions but ciao
from what they overlooked.

Basic context is a heuristic notion, partly determined and partly
to be determined. It is what becomes determined in the totality of
successful efforts at exegesis.

At a first approximation, the basic context is the pure desire
to know, unfolding through experience, understanding,, and ».:dg ent
and leading to the statements found in the texts of authors, inter-
preters and critics.
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Secondly, it is the Pure desire as a reality 'with a real unfold-
ing leading to actual stoter:entn in each of the relevant authors, in-
torproters, and critics.

Thirdly, it is a reality that develops, that proceeds frora the
undifferentiated through .differentiation to an articulated integra-
tion. Such development is both individual (from infancy to senility)
and historical (from primitives to contemporary culture)..

Fourthly, it is a reality that undergoes conversion, intellectual,
noral, and religious, and that is subject to aberration.

It is to be noted that basic content is (1) real, (2) one and
many, (3) the ground of genetic relationships, and (J.) tho ground of
dialectical relationships.

Further, it is at once factual and normative: the pure desire is
both•a fact and a norm; and observance of the norm and non-observance
are'facts with a normative connotation.

Again, basic context is related to common sense and scientific
statements of the common sense understanding of texts, as the upper
blade of scientific r:ethod to the lover blade. They are mutually de-
termining, and they result in a philosophically or theologically
grounded scientific statement of the coon sense understanding of
the texts.

Cf. ter.., ! , ,. 	 Chapter   t n   	 n 	"The 	,...	 .. v ^. _ .^ ., .. In:.?.t^ht, 	 L(,. section 3 t-u K he Truth OL Intertpret.ta-
tion"; grapier 15, section 7 on Genetic ï:othod; Chapters L-5 on
Empirical I..othod; the Epilogue on the addition of the dimension of
faith to human development and dialectic.

(o) Logic of Basic Context.

Basic context is a eontext of contexts; it is not on the level of
the author's understanding of what he means; it is not on the level of
the interpreter'ser's comn+.on sense statement of a common sense understand-
ing of the author's meaning; it is not on the level of a scientific
statement of a common sense understanding of the author's meaning; it
is the level on which genetic and dialectical relationships are found
between the scientific accounts of successive authors} meanings.

Compare (l) reference francs, (2) the group of transformation.
equations defining the geometry of the reference francs, (3) the
series of groups of transformations defining the series of geometries.

Because basic context places a series of authors within a gen-
etic-.dialectical unity, it goes beyond the intetnions of the authors.
It is historical, and the historical brings to light what was going
forward through the authors' intentions and deeds but not merely be-
cause of their intentions and deeds but also because of what they
overlooked or failed to do.

E.g., Basic context relates the trinitarian doctrine of Tertullien,
Origen, and Athanasius. But Tertullien did not do so; Origen did not
do so; Athanasius did not do so.
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This does not imply that basic context in only in the mind of the
upper-blade historian. It is also in the minds of the authors, but
there it is implicit, vecu, in the mode of verstehen, etc. The Gen-
etic is in then as thei dry` ynanic openness or their stagnation; the
dialectical is in them as their Good or uneasy conscience.

Basic context differs from the scientific statement of a common
sense undorstandinc of the text. Such scientific statement presup-
poses the common sense understanding of the text and employs in stat-
ing that understanding (1) the categories constructed from the text
and (2) the categories conctructotl by human science. Basic context
is concerned with the gonesio and dialectical abbrrations of categories.

Basic contexts differ from cordon sense understanding of the text;
it is content to select in the light of its own Principles (usually
unknown to the author) significant if very brief points. E.g., prove
Tertullian had two distinct nodes of thinking about the divinity of
the Son. Such selection is not undorstanding Tertullian. Indeed,
not .oven a sciontific statc!:ent of a common sense understanding of
Tertullian does more than affect such selections, though it does so
in a complete manner.

Conversely, the questioiio arising from scientific statement and
from basic context contribute nothing to common sense understanding
of the text or situation.

E.g., the Council of Ephesus defined our Lady's divine maternity.
The definition is a corollary to the explication of the Christian
tradition and its sources: one and the sane is God and  man. But the
naive are prone to ask, Did our Lady know she was the mother of God?
Bow did she know it? How did she conceive? How did she feel about
it? 1-lo:•r do you prove all this from Scripture? Does St. Luke write
with your account of our Lady's thoughts and feelings in mind?

Such questions arise solely from a total incomprehension of the
nature and possibility of serious exegesis, and serious history.

It is possible to arrive at a common sense understanding of the
texts, at a scientific statement of that common sense understanding,
at a basic context that relates in a genetic-dialectical series the
scientific statements.

But this possibility does not amount to the possibility of giv-
ing reasonable ans=s to the imaginative curiosity. The answers
have to be theological, and theological answers do not include an
imaginative reconstruction of the past.

July,. 1962

Regis College
Toronto
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